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Abstract
In accordance with the SI unit of the unperturbed ground-state hyperfine transition frequency of the cesium 133 atom, Eutelsat has secured the safety procedures of telecommunication decays in the development of quantum communication technology. As observers of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is bound for intergovernmental observers with specialized agencies of the United Nations and IAEA based on reciprocity. The apparent overpowered photon beam of the Quantum Experiment at Space Scale (QUESS) military intelligence purposed telecommunication encryption designs launched around 2016, along with a German photon experiment directed at earth, were neither intervened by the ITU nor the IAEA. According to Article 10 63. 1. of the International Telecommunication Convention, the ITU is responsible with International Frequency Registration Board for the administrative accountability, however, Article 8 54. (3) gives rent to the administrative powers of the organization for agenda settings by the Secretary-General. The article analyzes and questions the administrative accountability of the ITU in the oversight of the high energy photon applications in the telecommunications and if the IAEA was informed by the International Frequency Registration Board on this matter. Correlated behaviors in the cyber-based criminology, with significant impact on public health and biological integrity from such operations, is supplemented for the alteration of financial & economic incentives in the democratic systems, which constituted the liberal International institutionalism. The research contends that criminal liabilities ought to be sought for in the criminological chain.
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Introduction
While telecommunication surveillance intrudes the civil society’s privacy and fundamental freedom, electronic warfares aimed at misinformation and disinformation pose a genuine harm on the biochemical integrities of human lives. Apart from the physiological harms on the local civil society from the operation of signal blocking, the designs of information systems further creates increased costs for justice with the accessibility of clinical evidence. Albeit cryptocurrency was originally designed to aggregate social stratification through a mathematical & technological model of equality according to the extremities of polarized realpolitik banking, detected the risks “with no central node that can be destroyed, will allow military communication to be maintained”. This corroborates with the adverse conducts on the financial management of the public education system in a digital totalitarian scheme, and cryptocurrency became a value investment scheme. The top-level domain predominance cannot be maintained without the standardization in the International Telecommunication Union, even though the empirical research in the natural sciences was stimulated by the previously theoretical alert on the thermonuclear contamination of outer space.

Whereas the previous technical analysis summarized the criminological framework, the research investigated into the organizational accountability in the multilateral framework in observance of organizational behaviors. Pursuant to Article 28 and Article 30 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights with ex post facto administrative oversight by the ITU on the high energy photon contamination and the organizational accountability stated in Nations (1981) “with the object of facilitating relations and cooperation between the peoples by means of efficient telecommunication services”, the research investigates onto the organizational behaviors contrary to the multilateral convention [1]. Apart from the twisted redefinition of the United Nations treaty into an entity-based framework with realpolitik undertones and totalitarian management in corporate financing [2]. The restrictions on the freedom of information in mainland China have been a de facto breach to the fundamental object of the ITU and have been maliciously politicized with barbaric force in the disguise of "cyber sovereignty” with the regional
monopolization of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), and dictatorial nuclear threat semantics disguised in the informatics. The research observed the organization’s activities and agendas through participation in the online events between 2021 and 2022 after being an observer in the 28th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference in 2021. Key insights were bequeathed from the AI for Good Neural Network conference series of the ITU between the function of material artificial intelligence (AI) and its possible algorithm in realpolitik algorithm contributions in the price market.

Mainland China has been pushing for the "internationalization of the RMB" since Xi Jinping took power, after the "hide your strength and bide your time" realpolitik strategy of Deng Xiaoping. As high frequency trading with XAUUSD against crude oil has been a warfare targeted on the global financial system for many years, hedging the Bretton Woods system against realpolitik strategies on securities, the criminal consequences are shifted to the costs in civil economy with overestimated RMB price market and low purchasing power parity (PPP). Through the consistent organizational Machiavellian with schizophrenia consequences, the triggering mechanism of the digitization of RMB in the PRC macro-economy was diagnosed to be a power political mean in reserving impunity with existing structural realist advantages with more infrastructural needs in calculative powers [3]. The article adopts a criminal behavioral analysis on organizational behaviors as method, and supplements the macroeconomic analysis between the choice of arbitration and cost transfer into civil & market economy via centralized banking system. The supply-side hijacking mechanisms through the central bank of PRC is characteristic with its global currency needs in expansionism & arbitration, with commercial banking and policy banking duality of the PRC macro-economy structure under centralized banking currency mechanism. Further blows to the regional civil economy resulted in bankrupting the commercial banks for reimbursing deficit costs caused by centralized banking balance shifts, with centralized currency manipulation by digitization [4].

Methods
The pilot research noticed the unethical uses of AI technologies in the economic system in PRC during graduate studies in the School of Economics and Management of the Communication University of China, including emotional analysis through wording with algorithms. The latter was the reason that I adapted somatic psychology for mental & psychological health self-care. With the communist doctrines of sustaining "domestic stability" with "harmony", a proclaim of Hu Jintao, through calculations on the costs in time and resources in justice systems, plausible more severe humanitarian disasters through the technological breaches came to my notice. The main observation in the pilot research focused on the social surveys of PPP in the working professionals between Beijing and New York City (NYC) in numerical values regardless of currency differences in international settlement. In the surveys, a non-immigrant artist VISA holder in NYC paid one third of her net monthly income after US tax on a cozy two-story room in Brooklyn, equivalent to the 3rd to 5th ring of the Beijing urban planning. In contrast, a white-collar professional in Beijing has to pay half or more than a half of gross monthly income for rent on the 5th ring or more into the suburbs of the Beijing urban area. Even though there is housing fund for working professionals of the PRC nationalities, its accounting to at least one fifth of the working professionals’ net income (exempt for tax) leave less than two fifth of the net income for living expenses and traffic between work and living place. This has not accounted for the restrictions set in house purchasing in Beijing, however small and with limited validity between 30 to 70 years of "ownership" without land ownership.

Apart from the nearly none disposable income for the working professionals in Beijing that contributed to the "social stability", the contrast between available time is even more extreme. In the multicultural setting of the US, national holidays and ethnic holidays are equally celebrated, and the New York Police Department celebrated the traditional Chinese New Year regardless of national and ethnic origins, with a Jade community in the working environment — even though this is not comparable to the French available time for the working professionals accounting to at least 3 months of yearly holiday according to my social surveys in 2009 and 2011 in Europe. Overwork is a regular setting in Beijing and most companies in PRC. The obvious violations to labor laws have either been masked into "corporate culture" or ended up with unemployment for the working professionals who seek their legitimate rights and human rights. The lack of available time in the enslaving settings further contributed to the deterioration of human rights, failure in consciousness building and outreach for the victims, and less likely being able to participate in any possible democratic or democratization processes. The regime transgressions to the freedom of assembly have thence been hidden into the financial controls that violate the spirit of the Roman Statute, apart from the telecommunication & cyber surveillance controls on social groups and connections.

Phenomenon Analysis
As was communicated on the power political intrusions in the Communication University of China, the lack of main-bus authorities excluded the faculties from suspicion in the instigated criminal conducts, but not excluding the commanded propaganda & semantic generations in the university branches and labs. The attainment of the totalitarian data channels and server-side domain power politics largely depend on the branch implementations, not excluding the telecommunication towers and landlines. Agenda setting is a main doctrine in television production in PRC, commanding a unidirectional model of telecommunication with regional time lapses in information and task distribution through the totalitarian models of compartmentalization. The linguistic tests on the WeChat server back-ends with manual detection by covert cyber intelligence were conducted in communicating the Roman Statute and International Criminal Court to the persons behind the instigated crimes in the back-ends. The internal meetings and back-end monitoring imply that the duality of unidirectional telecommunication has been constantly designed with the criminological intentions, henceforth, the constant redirection and manipulations of epistemology through the punish-award system of dictatorially controlled "Stanford prison".

The main-bus totalitarian needs mean that with cost-efficiency concerns in telecommunication designs & server distributions, the satellite drivers for telecommunication needs increasing
powers in frequency designs to uphold the population coverage under the totalitarian server portals. This incentivizes the “Belt Road Initiative” in larger coverage of infrastructure construction in landline and undersea cables. The indigenizing “cultural” propaganda semantics hence distorts mass psychology through unidirectional propaganda system building, and with the specific gender & sexuality identity I adopted a somatic psychology approach in maintaining mental & psychological health with Gestalt structural desiring mental model amongst the topological wars. The dictatorial necessities amplified in the structural organizational criminology mean that the main-bus designs need a duality between direct satellite access and controls in upstream & downstream server distributions. This explains the photon entanglement in the QUESS design [5].

The military telecommunication of the Chinese satellite Micius has been deliberately confusing the concept of telecommunication in the electromagnetic spectrum to the “solely dedicated to quantum information science” that were employed “to perform the world’s first quantum-encrypted virtual teleconference between Beijing and Vienna”, according to Billings (2017) [6]. In the physics announcement, the details of the dialogues happening was revealed, with the proper scientific foundations of the quantum science explained in comparison to the “fiber destruction” of quantum entanglement [7]. The dialogue happened between Beijing and Vienna on the talk to the China Academy of Science could have led to Max Plank Institute’s decision mitigating the imminent damage risks by the earth-bound LASER photons in a defense neutralizing perturbation impact on the telecommunication systems from the entangled photon pairs, with the outer space bound photons non-salvageable.

**Inter-Organizational Analysis**

Realpolitik and power political motions cannot work with a sole person from the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). A structural realist “whip” in the liberal institutions is conceptualized in diagnosing the loss of legitimacy of the United Nations system, signified by the consistent derogation of human rights in the developing country with a developed country status equivalence in the UNSC power system. The key military surrogate with institutionalized organization was located with evidence, being the United Front Working Group (UFWG), and effectively explains the fascist behaviors of the instigated members of sampled groups & coerced civil society in a somatic consequence described in “with a gun pointed to your head” where “the person who abstained in the mainland China constitutional change among the less than 4,000 is the most honest person I have ever seen in figure” [8]. This means that direct line to the covert members in liberal institutional organizations need to be in place for completing the command chain with relation to the dictatorial origin of coordinate system in its associated time series distribution. The governmental back-ends to the data system of digitized information in server distributions hence need both telecommunication coordination and encryption for semantic command lines.

As it was noted in a sole party with monopolized violence means of military and governmental apparatus is not a de jure nor de facto state, its organizational extensions are neither liberal nor democratic [9]. The offensive strategies in the arbitration system could have originated from the patent waiver programs the developed countries adopted for humanitarian reasons. The civil economy surrogate for military production can effectively reduce the costs for technological components and the financial flows less visible to the liberal international institutions. The cinematic industry with propaganda functions became one of the core sectors for the covert operations. From both a subjective epistemological approach and an objective epistemological approach, the military command line in the “state-city” police surrogacy is present for the autocratic & dictatorial regime. With the “cyber sovereignty” claims of digital surrogacy, the information system and academic system have been hijacked for militant control in realpolitik pursuit as non-combatant military expansion. As was previously noticed, the element of timestamp in the police violence can be associated with the God user access extrapolation in the topological war. Between cryptocurrency and securities, the top-level domain and algorithm trading in metadata banking has become an emerging exchange market by the current major crypto companies’ methods of membership-based quantity in cryptocurrency and hybrid holdings in currency & securities, treating crypto as assets and deriving from its initial purposes in designs; albeit it prevented some risks from metadata harvesting and algorithm trading risks from the P2P sources of RMB digitization in the nodes [10].

In an approach communicating the previously implicit consequences in biological integrity of human bodies to more specific communities, the organizational penetration from the topological warfare was further noticed and evidenced in figure 1. The Sino-Centric cultural psychological approach to militant expansionism with offensive means of disarming others for absolute power gain in relative multilateralism utilizes the “tribute literature” psychology in the academic institutions with the ICP license, (2022) telecommunication military intelligence for the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. This evidences the correlates and cognition of the relevant party on information and telecommunication equivalence. Albeit research is quantitative, the qualitative relevance of institutional surrogacy of companies by the Communist Party of China was evidenced & corroborated in the social survey. Where Chinese nationals have been put into senior leadership positions, encouraged Chinese tech companies to submit high volumes of proposals, and spurred Chinese companies to vote on standards as a national bloc with the “datasphere”, “cybersphere”, “in-osphere”, “cyberspace”, and “metaverse” according to the gross transgression to human rights and breaches to sustainable development has contradicted its own mission, hence against the spirit of the liberal institution.
Incentive Analysis on the Choice of Arbitration

With the multiple-level-secured currency monopolization through the information, informatics, telecommunication, and structural violence systems, impunity for criminal liabilities can then be transformed into punish-award incentives of interest-seeking and risk-aversion. With the designs of the arbitration system, the seat of arbitration is not unbounded by geopolitical limitations. Sampaio (n.d.) defined the problem as "the fiction of separability . . . coupled with party autonomy and consent", with the implications that "(1) the law of the seat tends to be applied; and (2) tribunals attempt to uphold the agreement". The tendency implies a contracting advantage of the initiating party of the contracts in International Investment Agreements (IIAs) with strategic offense, where "under the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) Convention, the term ‘national of another Contracting State’ not only includes natural persons, but also juridical persons [11]. The specific clause explained my questioning on the AI implemented in the industrial sectors and monetary systems in the PRC during my graduate studies, whereby according to MacDonald and O'Reilly (2022) "some IIAs explicitly protect entities owned or controlled by a state" with "denial of benefits' clauses" that effectively makes the multilateral system bilateral in nature. The costs of arbitration with judicial persons’ interference can hence transfer any loss of benefits in IIA to the civil economy with the currently automated processes of "cloud trial" with the "law of choice" implemented in the dysfunctional judicial organs of the PRC regime in surrogacy for the dictatorial party group behind the policy banks and above the centralized banking system.

Seat of arbitration is the key variable between the "choice of law" and "law of choice" in offensive strategies with relation to the "sovereignty duality" in geopolitical marginal expansions typically with the offshore realm [12,13]. The "conduction mechanism of monetary policy" through International Monetary Fund also incentivized the PRC regime’s suppression of private holdings in cryptocurrency and development of centralized banking cryptocurrency in an informatics "upgrade" on the efficacy of its continued monetary manipulation for geopolitical gains. The vectorization of monetary conduction can further its automated calculative power in using the seat of arbitration to the economic-financial offenses in the global market economy with its dictatorial command economy models. The satellite analysis partially contributed to the conceptualization of its operational rationale on an organizational scale. It is for this reason, without the cooperation of the ITU, the criminological causes cannot be successfully implemented [14,15].

The coercion mechanism for instigating crime is typical and exemplified by the missing and “trial” on the former Interpol chief Meng Hongwei, with anti-intellectual anthropological psychology dating back to Burning of books and burying of scholars [16]. Its modern variance has accompanied the founding of PRC with "movement against academic authorities" before the "Great Cultural Revolution" consisted of the “Gang of Four” for the dictatorial voices intervening the judicial independence [17]. The arbitration mechanisms in “internationalizing RMB” are key motivational evidence on the Meng Hongwei case being plausibly politically framed by the sentences of the PRC courts for possible secrets Meng Hongwei might have held between international crimes and PRC “domestic” correlations with the choice of law methodologies in IIAs [18]. Such calculative models can be plotted with the seat of arbitration frameworks as the initial determinant, and geographical & realpolitik calculations in industrial interests and currency quantities according to the existing procedural frameworks in geopolitical marginalization with Sino-centric bilateral models.

It is worth noting that the “cloud trials” do not need to follow procedural justice as was evidenced. It is with such plausible designed modellings, the lex arbitri indicators in case archives may lead to further correlative evidence. Furthermore, the arbitration clause stipulations can be manipulated with "the law governing the contract; the number of arbitrators; the place of arbitration; and/or the language of the arbitration” [19]. This implies that the linguistic constructs of the dictatorial AI communication networks with semantic constructs are associated with the PRC centralized banking black and white lists in the societal surveillance networks. Further investigation surveyed that any amount of cash transfer to other currencies need approval from local commercial bank branches as cross-border transaction, which signified the gross human rights violation operations.

Findings And Discussions
As the Communist Party of China have always adopted a "pollute first and governance later" discourse for their behaviors and instigation, the modulated and chained causalities between controlled human behavior and natural causality consequences overburdening the fundamental resources is a common malicious management for further harms, such as military production purposes behind the building of the Three Gorges Dam and the overburdening of medical necessities with environmental harms from the activities. The predatory behaviors towards the ITU with its realpolitik instigation on the Chinese companies with the UFWG & ICANN traffic hijacking have deprived the organization from its object with the plausible administrative crime from the former Secretary-General Zhao Hulin in bending the organizational object to individual clauses that pamper to the organizational criminology, consistent with the subtle changes in the purposes of the ITU. Russia’s plan displacing the ICANN.
is consistent with the Chinese militarizing ICANN strategies behind the reins, with potentials of further monetary & currency expansionism in the multilateral system favoring arbitration over criminal justice. The cynical “values” of “cheating over one’s lifetime” behind autocratic power by stirring populism inside of the multilateral systems, which is key to the criminal instigation through the UFWG.

The quantitative Gross Domestic Product (GDP) indicators for developing countries cannot work without the fundamental human rights being ensured, signified by the increased military spending over the years of the PRC regime development. made a key differentiation between “rights” and “goals” in the multilateral contexts, and the pathological spread of autocratic goals is in itself a fundamental breach to the permanent moral dimension of human rights without any meaningful “bottom-up” input either from the coerced population or the multilateral democratic process. The actual financial flows and material benefits to

The American Chemical Society used to be an active advocate for the 1925 Geneva Protocol [20-42]. However, in its website system, the contents have been removed with 404 and a negative message seen in Figure 2. Recent days with the emergence of information again on the fascist military lockdown by excuses of the COVID-19 situations leading to a 3-year-old child’s death, whose whole life has been confined due to the military lockdowns along with his parents, the regime government designed redirection of public attention and suppression on human rights awareness trying to buy out the victim’s father while redesigning information outlet, maliciously utilizing mass psychology. I analyzed the pieces with advocacy on WeChat on November 4, 2022 (EST+8), and was soon led to an ACS meeting stream in the WeChat user interface portal. In a power show, the stream was interfered with electronics again causing psychological torture on the audience and the speaker with the speaker’s innovative material’s solutions to some of the clinical impact on the electronic warfare’s public health harms. After a severe warning in the chat room, the electronic interference stopped and the speaker, concerned but with great care, tried to redirect the audience’s attention to the material’s limitations in surgical applications which are unpublished, and the author was removed from the meeting by the host, of the Chinese side inferred from the WeChat platform. A paper the author put on ChemAxiv was noticed to be removed from the preprint server later on the same day, which drew attention from the clinical and biochemical journals and the author got invited to be in the editorial board of some relevant journals.

The criminal liabilities from inside of the ITU organization in administrative oversight on the destructive telecommunication technology around the International Frequency Registration Board on this matter needs to be further investigated into, especially with the indiscriminate weaponry. Even though the administrative oversight is only a link to the wider criminology, it does not mean it should be overlooked. Just as how Adolf Eichmann was trialed for his inhumane assistance to the Nazi dictator regardless of the more powerful dictatorial group being behind the curtains of immunity.

Figure 2: The 404 message from American Chemical Society.

The 404 message from American Chemical Society.
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